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In November 2021, over 140 Artificial Intelligence (AI)
researchers signed a letter asking the German govern-
ment to oppose developments in autonomous weapons
systems. With this they attempted to draw distinctions
between beneficial and destructive AI: ‘Just as most
chemists and biologists have no interest in building
chemical or biological weapons,mostAI researchers have
no interest in building AI weapons – and do not want
others to tarnish their field’.1 Yet these distinctions are
difficult to maintain, as the lines between productive and
destructive, human and machine, science and military
have long been blurred. The letter also speaks to a public
epistemology of fear, which highlights a particular type
of AI or a particular weaponised use as dangerous for hu-
manity, peace or democracy. While many public debates
about AI propose to draw (impossible) lines, critiques of
AI on the left have focused on disrupting those lines. In
this intervention, we discuss how power and labour have
informed critiques of AI, which have emerged on the left,
before turning to a situationwhere these critiques format
the political practice of working with and upon AI.

Left critiques of AI have shown that public discourses
and debates, such as the one above, conceal other lines,
which are constitutive of how AI is produced and circu-
lates, and how it deeply infuses our current conjuncture.
Clear lines between humans and machines obscure the
distinction between what Sylvia Wynter has called ‘this
or that genre of being human’.2 The separation between
production and destruction obfuscates the lines between
what counts as productive, non-productive and unpro-
ductive. Finally, the lines between science and the milit-
ary distract from how labour is mobilised and circulates

between the two worlds. Critiques of AI have tried to
make these ‘other’ lines visible and shed light on the
many forms of algorithmic injustice and even dehuman-
isation, uncover labour issues in the production of AI
technologies, or reveal the energy consumption of large-
scale AI models and their extractive logics. These cri-
tiques situate AI at the heart of contemporary capitalism
and its violence. But are these critiques a much-needed
correction of existing AI, or do they need to resist the
ongoing optimisation of AI? Do they amount to an AI
abolitionist perspective? Or, conversely, are progressive
versions of AI needed or even possible? What aspects
need to be considered from a left perspective, when it
comes to the politics of AI?

Debating the role of technology as political is a well-
known left theoretical problem, of course. While early
readings of Marx assumed that the political function-
ing of technology was a simple question of property
rights and that ‘dialectics’ would purge technology of
any class structure, the Frankfurt School explicitly ques-
tioned this assumption.3 Herbert Marcuse, who articu-
lated those scruples about the role of modern technology
most clearly, wrote that ‘[s]pecific purposes and interests
of domination are not foisted upon technology “sub-
sequently” and from the outside; they enter the very con-
struction of the technical apparatus’. He argued against
a straightforward appropriation, as ‘[t]echnology is al-
ways a historical-social project: in it is projected what a
society and its ruling interests intend to do withmen and
things’.4 Technology and technological rationality were
part of an ‘all-embracing apparatus of domination’.5 Yet
if technological rationality was the contemporary form
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of domination, technics as instruments or techniques
could become part of different political projects, of re-
pression as well as liberation. From the 1941 reflections
on ‘Some Social Implications of Modern Technology’ to
One-Dimensional Man, Marcuse mobilised the ambival-
ence of technics as an intervention against the technolo-
gical rationality of domination. ‘Technics’, he argued, ‘as
a universe of instrumentalities, may increase the weak-
ness as well as the power of man’.6 Contemporary cri-
tiques of AI have focused on this apparatus of domin-
ation, one which is foremost driven by capitalism and
colonialism. The language of AI itself is used to signify
technological rationality and market value rather than
as a definition of a specific range of technics.

In its current form,AI technology is indeed primarily
seen as a profit-making machine: the technologies that
advanced contemporary AI –machine learning and deep
neural networks – have become new means of produc-
tion as much as phantasmas fuelling speculation.7 Even
though we are a few years into the hype of AI, forecasts
still predict a financial growth of irrational dimensions
for this technology, which is projected by some in the
‘trillions’. Yet the current situation looks a little different.
For 2021, the actual economic impact seemed quite low,
at least if one wants to believe the McKinsey survey from
the same year.8 Only 27% of the over 1,500 participants
they approached in the business world indicated that AI
contributes to up to 5% of earnings before interest and
taxes, and 5% is not much to begin with.

Despite this, the promise of profit continues to lead
to abundant capital for start-ups as well as to a race for
AI patents; the corporation that holds the most is cur-
rently IBMwith over 5,538 patents, followed byMicrosoft
and Samsung.9 Alongside these companies, the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Tencent and Baidu also rank high
in holding machine learning and AI patents. Thus, in a
report on AI by the National Security Commission in the
US, patents are translated into the language of an arms
race between the US and China. At over 700 pages, the
report of the Commission mentions ‘China’ 604 times.
Best known for being chaired by former Google CEO Eric
Schmidt, the Commission entangles military and mar-
kets under the claim that China’s plans, resources and
progress should concern all Americans as ‘[China] is an
AI peer in many areas and an AI leader in some applica-
tions. We take seriously China’s ambition to surpass the

United States as the world’s AI leader within a decade’.10

To become a leader in these economic and military mar-
kets, however, alsomeans turning a blind eye to themany
effects of the production, circulation and consumption
of AI technologies, whose most recent hype is based on
advances in machine learning.

In the field of machine learning, so-called ‘deep
neural network architecture’ made it possible to clas-
sify language, images or other symbols more successfully
than in computational attempts that have been made
before. Older methods struggled with the ambiguity of
symbols – what is said in a sentence or what is depicted
in an image. Their meaning could not be made calcul-
able until the computation of AI underwent a paradigm
change: with deep neural networks, programmers do not
write the rules of an algorithmicmodel anymore. Instead,
they build a computer architecture, a network of nodes
based on statistical analysis, through which they run
large amounts of data fromwhich an algorithmicmodel is
then inferred. The statistical correlations of data points
showed as highly successful: algorithms trained on large
amounts of data could make classifications or predic-
tions with a higher success rate than before. The mean-
ing of symbols could now be calculated, but that did not
mean that they performedflawlessly. Despite their errors,
task-orientatedAI programmes have been put into actual
use from assisting typing on our phones by suggesting
words to London’s Metropolitan Police’s operational use
of live or retrospective facial recognition.11 AI-powered
weapon technologies also rely on image recognition of
objects and targets in real-time video streaming from
drones and other technologies of surveillance. Moreover,
these implementations, often premature applications of
programmes that did not undergo independent reviews
or testing, amplify and intensify the existing apparatus
of domination, as Marcuse would put it. AI may be a new
technology, but it emerges from and works upon existing
distributions of power. Yet, power has only recently come
to feature in critiques of AI, even on the left.

In the history of AI, internal critique has always
played a substantial role, ever since Alan Turing asked
in 1950 the question ‘Can machines think?’12 These in-
ternal critiques, however, have focused less on power and
political economy, but have circled around the philosoph-
ical question of whether computers, which are executing
a programme, have a ‘mind’ or ‘consciousness’. Indeed,
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these considerations were revived in contemporary AI
under a new keyword, that of a much debated ‘general
AI’. They were also revived through public epistemolo-
gies of catastrophe, such as Nick Bostrom’s New York
Times bestseller Superintelligence published in 2014. The
overall argument – and effect – of this and other publica-
tions along those lines is geared towards imagining the
future of AI as a catastrophe to come. AI – not just as a
potential general AI but even in its supposedly ‘weaker’
or specific AI form – propels autonomous weapons and
leads to loss of human control. Set up in a binary and
technophobic way, this discourse of AI catastrophe min-
imises human agency, downplays the redrawing of lines
within humanity and the legacy of struggles that have
challenged these lines and recast the very understanding
of the human. While warning aboutAI and implementing
a much-needed distrust, these discourses of catastrophe
always already have the effect of deterring any engage-
ment in the present.

Therefore, this discourse that bound critical capacit-
ies to a catastrophe to come meant that in the meantime
the development of real-worldAI progressed undisturbed
– at least for a while. The so-called ‘weak AI’ – AI applic-
ations that function as long as they target very specific
and narrow areas – became a central part of our inform-

ational infrastructure so much so that AI has been de-
scribed as a ’general purpose technology’. Critiques of AI
soon started to catch up with this development. Science
and technology studies scholar Lucy Suchman has ar-
gued that we need to demystify AI and avoid reproducing
discourses of AI as a ‘thing’ or as a ‘coherent and novel
field of technology development’.13 Suchman’s point can
be seen in the discourse of catastrophe, a discourse pro-
foundly based on AI as a ‘thing’ taking over. While AI is
not capable of a generality recognised in human intelli-
gence (some would say ‘yet’), the contemporary critique
of AI has become strongest in a different field, that of
political economy. Suchman offers such a redefinition of
AI, which emphasises data and data work. For her,AI is ‘a
cover term for a range of technologies of data processing
and techniques of data analysis based on the iterative
adjustment of relevant parameters, according to some
combination of internally and externally generated feed-
back’.14 The human-machine relation is not a dual one,
but one which is formed within capitalist relations of
production and reproduction. From the material means
of production such as the often-outsourced preparation
of the data for the operations of machine learning al-
gorithms, to the societal effects of its application, with
bias being programmed into its functioning, critiques of
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AI shed light on contemporary capitalism and its violence.
But to what extent is this critique of AI effective? Where
are its limits? And to what extent are those critiques
pointing beyond capitalism and articulating perspectives
from the left?

Power

The critique of power addresses AI as an apparatus of
domination and traces the technology through the pro-
duction of data – data collected by corporations thriving
in so-called ‘platform capitalism’ as well as by the state
and its repressive agencies. Power emerges in multiple
forms, from the historicity of data, its extraction by cor-
porations and the state, its valorisation and the effects
of surveillance and oppression it creates. What statisti-
cians and computer scientists refer to as bias is created
by training data reflecting historical or social inequities.
When gathering training data, specific groups – such as
people of colour, minorities or women – are often under-
represented. They might have been overlooked in the
process of data sampling or during the testing of the AI
technology. This ‘prototypical whiteness’ that renders
racialised subjects invisible is entwined with surveillance
technologies that render them hypervisible, as Simone
Browne has shown.15 For example, a dataset called ‘Faces
in the Wild’, which had long been considered as a bench-
mark for testing facial recognition software, now comes
with the warning that its data is not representative –
70% of the faces are male and 80% white, as digital act-
ivist Joy Buolamwini found out.16 And even if values
representing race, gender, sexual orientation or class are
removed, AI models, always looking for patterns, turn
to proxy discrimination using statistical correlations of
postcodes, education or particular expressions to discrim-
inate. As Wendy Chun pointed out in her study Discrim-
inating Data: ‘These “errors” often come from “ignoring”
race – that is, wrongly assuming that race-free equals
racism-free’.17

To ensure that we are not going to be governed like
this, a range of organisations and institutions have been
set up: critical work regarding bias is being done at
the Data Justice Lab in Cardiff; at Joy Buolamwini’s Al-
gorithmic Justice League devoted to the unmasking of AI
bias and harms; at the Ida B. Wells Just Data Lab foun-
ded by Ruha Benjamin; at NYU’s AI Now Institute or

the Distributed AI Research Institute (DAIR).18 DAIR was
founded in 2021 by the computer scientist Timnit Gebru,
after being fired from her position as Google’s co-lead
of the Ethical Artificial Intelligence Team for criticising
large language models. While these institutions rely
on university and funding infrastructures of the Global
North, organisations like Coding Rights in Latin Amer-
ica have developed a feminist and decolonial critique of
AI.19 Rather than catastrophist imaginaries of the future,
these institutions aim to develop institutional and organ-
isational counter-power to ensure that AI systems are
accountable to the communities and contexts in which
they are applied.

As power and domination are built into AI technolo-
gies through the data that makes algorithmic operations
possible, this critique has left activists and theorists puzz-
ling over the systems themselves. For instance, following
her firing from Google, Timnit Gebru reflected in a media
interview on the dilemmas of addressing bias in a system
and the critique of the system itself.20 Gebru’s dilemma
emerges from the entanglement of invisibility and hy-
pervisibility of racialised subjects. It is also a dilemma
of the many ways in which power operates, where an AI
technology that reduces or erases racial bias remains a
technology of power, one which renders marginalised
and oppressed communities hypervisible and subject to
intensified surveillance, policing or other lethal interven-
tions. Here again, AI seems to blur the lines, this time
between critiquing the system and the paradoxical effect
of supporting the system through that critique.

This paradox can, for example, be seen when it comes
to algorithmsmisidentifying people of colour. In Septem-
ber 2020, in themidst of the Covid-19 pandemic, the case
of a professor whose head kept getting removed every
time he tried to use a virtual background on Zoom went
viral.21 The issue: the professor was not white. Video-
chat software relies on facial recognition to determine
what parts of the screen should show the background
image while leaving the head of the user visible. In this
case, the head wasn’t detected, because whiteness was
used as the software’s default for the recognition of a
human. This kind of racism in media recognition has a
long history. Photographic media have always been ‘de-
veloped with white people in mind and habitual use and
instruction continue in the same vein, so much so that
photographing non-white people is typically construed
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as a problem’, as noted by Richard Dyer and others.22

While many challenged the misrecognition of people of
colour, others worried that optimising facial recognition
for people of colour also always means to optimise a sys-
tem of whiteness, one that is quite likely to be turned at
some point against people of colour.

Some critics are therefore opposed to this optim-
isation that discourses of data and algorithmic bias en-
tail. For instance, Ramon Amaro has made the argu-
ment that, while such aims ‘might widen the scope of
machine perception, not to mention the participation
of excluded bodies in techno-social ecologies, the solu-
tion, as proposed, reinforces the presupposition that co-
herence and detectability are necessary components of
human-techno relations.’23 Amaro reminds us that an
optimisation of algorithms more or less confirms ‘what
features represent the categories of human, gender, race,
sexuality, and so on’, but it does not change them, thus
pointing to a political dilemma well known within left
politics: do progressive demands simply patch the cracks
of a system prolonging its existence, or does an engage-
ment with those cracks change the system itself? While
the ‘ethics washing’ of companies (i.e. faking an exagger-
ated interest in certain issues as a way of getting around
regulation) is a real problem, the question remains of
what engagement from the left is necessary.

Critiques of power have shown that contemporary
technologies ofAI,always looking for andmultiplying dif-
ferences, are haunted by a racist-colonialist and classist
past, and not only regarding its functioning. Yet these
critics are also struggling with the dilemma of AI politics,
as the institutes and organisations they lead depend on
research funders, donors and universities. The critique
of labour, while entwined with the critique of power, has
opened different political interventions and ways of not
being governed like that. From the statistical focus on
bias, the legal language of discrimination and political
mobilisation against entrenched inequalities and distri-
butions of humanity, this other critique of AI moved to
the ‘hidden abodes of production’.24

Labour

At an expo dedicated to big data and AI in London, IBM
argued that AI ‘takes the machine out of the human’.25

Rather than fears of replacing humans by machines, tech

companies reproduce imaginaries of human creativity
and authenticity liberated from machinic-like labour.
Neda Atanasoski and Kalindi Vora have argued that these
imaginaries of machine labour reproduce AI as a ‘sur-
rogate’ technology, a lesser human.26 These ‘surrogate’
technologies do not in fact replace the repetitive labour
that some humans are called to do, but they are intensi-
fying the repetitive and machine-like labour which has
come to be known as ‘microwork’. AI relies on globally
dispersed, unpaid or underpaid labour of data cleaning,
categorising and featurising. ‘But in reality’, Phil Jones
reminds us, ‘the magic of machine learning is the grind
of data labelling’.27 There is no AI without training data,
and as training and testing datasets become increasingly
massive, they need to be cleaned, curated and improved.
This work is done by millions of microworkers, mostly
in the Global South. As geographers Mark Graham and
Mohamed Amir Anwar have shown, given ‘the geograph-
ically untethered nature of digital tasks, workers from
different parts of the world can potentially compete, thus
creating a planetary market for digital labour’.28 Rather
than seeing AI as a high-tech autonomous weapons sys-
tem that is a killer robot, or an automated facial recog-
nition system – i.e. as a coherent ‘thing’ Suchman cau-
tioned against – AI is a distributed socio-technical sys-
tem that is always already produced, circulated, main-
tained and repaired through dispersed, intensive and
underpaid labour.

These microworkers often disappear from analyses
of labour, as resistance to AI developments has focused
on the mobilisation and unionisation of tech workers.
In 2018, over 4,000 Google employees protested against
Google’s involvement in project Maven, a US Depart-
ment of Defence project that aimed to automate the ana-
lysis of video images from drones.29 In 2019, Microsoft
workers asked the company to cancel a contract with
the US army to develop augmented reality technology
‘designed to help people kill’.30 More radically, #NoTech-
forICE moved beyond resistance to militarisation to ex-
pand protest andmobilisation against ‘the detention and
deportation machinery but also to policing and military
operations, endangering the safety and security of com-
munities already vulnerable to criminalisation, from the
Bronx to Compton to the southern border’.31 While the
protest focused on labour mobilisation and organisation
at the big tech companies in the US, the labour of micro-
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workers remains invisible. The data ‘cleaner’ becomes
the other of the tech worker. Moreover, the dispersed
and invisibilised data workers reactivate Marxist fears
of the fragmentation of labour. Data cleaning jobs are
often part of the gig economy, which has given rise to
a new social class forced to live a precarious existence
often slipping through the welfare net or finding them-
selves outside it, and always facing a lack of job secur-
ity. For Jones, the stakes couldn’t be higher: ‘that the
wretched and the precarious, left disorganised, fall under
the thrall of reactionary elements, or else are prone to
riot intermittently at the system’s edges’.32 Unlike Jones,
Verónica Gago has reclaimed the political potential of
the feminist strike to reveal ‘the diverse composition of
labour in a feminist register, by recognising historically
disregarded tasks, by showing its current imbrication
with generalised precarious conditions, and by appropri-
ating a traditional tool of struggle to reinvent what it
means to strike’.33 Gago’s call for reinventing struggle
is also a call for the redefinition of labour in ways that
attend to the ‘differential of exploitation’.

A recent report by the International Labour Organisa-
tion (ILO) highlights these differentials of exploitation
when it comes to migrant crowdworkers.34 While global
data is not available, there are estimates that indicate
that 17% of workers on online web-based platforms are
migrants. For migrant workers who have been excluded
from employment or experience discrimination and lim-
itations of access to labourmarkets, digital work becomes
‘simultaneously a site of degradation and one of oppor-
tunity for those who have little viable alternatives’. Yet,
refugees experience different forms of exploitation to
other microworkers, both due to citizenship and global
differentials of pay and power. As the ILO report points
out, ‘freelancers who label data and train algorithms that
power AI technology do somostly without access to a fair
wage or basic benefits’.35 Therefore, beyond concerns
about the lack of collective action given the dispersal
and isolation of microworkers, research with refugees
on digital work has shown that their precarity of digital
labour is reinforced through the precarity of their lack of
status and multiple exclusions. For instance, refugees of-
ten cannot be paid because PayPal, a platform regularly
used for payments, does not operate in certain coun-
tries. Some are blocked ‘due to international sanctions
against financial transactions with certain nationalities’.

In Bangladesh, official identification and biometric in-
formation are required to buy a SIM card, thus excluding
the Rohingya refugees from accessing SIM cards for mo-
bile phones, except through informal markets.36

If the move from AI as a ‘thing’ to data-work sheds
light on the differentials of exploitation, another term,
widely used now by tech companies, alerts us to how tech
companies recast questions of labour. XaaS means ‘any-
thing as a service’. XaaS renders the ideology of tech
companies, where everything can become a service: plat-
form as a service, software as a service, cloud as a service,
and as Jeff Bezos infamously put it, humans as a service.
And now: AI as a service. The language of service is
not a new one and it belies the claims of unpreceden-
ted development and innovation that AI now circulates
across private and public realms. Large tech companies
with a tendency to monopolise the development of AI
such as Google, IBM or Nvidia increasingly tout their
technologies as services advantaged by their massive
technical infrastructure and high-skilled workers. Nick
Srnicek argues that these companies aim to shape AI as
a utility in the form of a pre-existing, bookable service
or of a tool developed to assist other companies to run
AI and build their own for a fee.37 And at the moment it
looks as if their dominance will continue – at least until
new research breaks the trend for pretrained models de-
veloped on very large neural networks, which currently
still deliver better accuracy. ‘Mega indexes (are) tracing
the outline of capital today’, as Leif Weatherby and Brian
Justie put it.38 The language model GPT-3 developed in
2020 by OpenAI/Microsoft has a capacity of 175 billion
machine learning parameters and was trained on 500
billion words.39 Its estimated carbon emissions during
training are massive with 552 metric tons of CO2, a num-
ber that has been linked to the greenhouse gas emissions
of the average running of 120 US cars over one year, to
put it into human perspective.40 As a reaction, critical
research into Green AI tries to find ways to create AI sys-
tems that are using fewer resources while being at the
same time more inclusive, running again into the same
dilemma of AI optimisation.

However, so far the trend of large companies acting
as AI providers and offering AI as a service has not shown
signs of abating. This has consequences for the labour
linked to AI. Describing AI as XaaS blurs the distinctions
between productive, unproductive and reproductive la-
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bour. The language of ‘service’ has been rehabilitated in
public imaginaries of health and welfare services. Situat-
ing AI within the service sector rather than the manufac-
turing sector not only effaces microworkers and crowd-
workers, but also obscures the multiplication of labour
statuses and the blurring of boundaries between differ-
ent forms of labour. As feminist accounts of service work
remind us, we need to reflect upon the ways in which the
racial division of labour ‘protects white male privilege in
institutional settings’.41 Rather than the public value of
service unencumbered by exploitation, AI technologies
are produced through the unpaid and underpaid labour
of workers whose domination is entrenched through the
lines of race and gender.

Another politics

The open-source computer vision project VFRAME was
developed to assist human rights research. It currently
works with an archive of digital information from con-
flict zones run by the NGO Mnemonic.42 Mnemonic is
dedicated to the collection and preservation of digital
information from conflict zones, so that it can be used
in struggles over accountability and justice. Syria is one
of the places for which the organisation archives and
preserves digital documentation of human rights viola-
tions, war atrocities and international crimes.43 The pro-
ject with Mnemonic started in 2017 and was founded by
the artist and digital activist (and/or software developer)
Adam Harvey. The VFRAME project includes coder Jules
LaPlace and 3D-designer Josh Evans as well as a group
of friends and contributors in Berlin with the help of
some funding. Emerging out of discussions between re-
searchers, digital activists and investigative journalists,
VFRAME was created to assist human rights researchers,
for whom the massive scale of the visual data in those
archives is a challenge. Finding or paying experts trained
to recognise illegal munitions,who can review thousands
of hours of footage material, was not possible. Research-
ers were also aware of the need to avoid the ‘vicarious
trauma’ of going through this massive visual data. This
is why the group worked on the development of an AI
model that detects and flags up the existence of cluster
munitions. The group was interested in showing that
‘cluster’ munitions –more specifically RBK-250 – were
used on civilian populations. The Convention on Cluster

Munitions prohibits their use, development, production,
acquisition, stockpiling or transfer.44 Syria, Russia and
the US are not signatories to the Convention.

The labour that comeswith this is elaborate. It can in-
volve running the AI model through thousands of videos
to find example munitions, then going through those
manually to find the ones that might be good for testing
data and scoop those out. The found images that are of
high quality are put onto an annotation platform. Collab-
orators and friends then do the work to draw exact boxes
around them to allow the algorithm to identify and learn
what it is supposed to look at – here data cleaning is a
collective effort. The newly cleaned data is then folded
back into the project benchmarking data to evaluate the
models trained on synthetic data. Over many iterations,
the AI algorithm learns to detect themunition better and
better. Since all of the objects are rare, the use of 3Dmod-
elling to create training data has been a gamechanger.
The 3D models are placed into environments that simu-
late conflict zones and then rendered into thousands of
photorealist images for use as training data.

VFRAME needs technical teamwork such as that de-
scribed above to create an AI model which can subvert
the intention to keep war atrocities and involvements
hidden from view. For this, data needs to be gathered as
well as labelled. In areas in which there is no training
data, computers remain blind. ‘Training datasets are the
lifeblood of artificial intelligence’, Adam Harvey wrote
in his essay on ‘Computer Vision’.45 ‘They are so vital to
the way computer vision models understand visual input
that it may be helpful to reconsider the algorithms as
data-driven code…’, he went on to explain. The existence
of a dataset can make the difference between what can
be detected, seen and interpreted and what cannot. It is
here whereAImodels leave room to subvert the capitalist
way of seeing. Projects like VFRAME, and also Forensic
Architecture’s project ‘Triple Chaser’ to name another
example,46 intervene by creating data.

For us, another politics of AI is at stake in VFRAME,
which entwines the critique of power and the critique
of labour. While the discourse of evidence and docu-
mentation framed in legal terms is also present, as Mar-
tina Tazzioli and Daniele Lorenzini have argued about
Forensic Architecture, we are particularly interested in
the politics of collective organisation and labour.47 It can
be read as a form of counter-power emerging from the
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motley collective of international activism. At the same
time, it also recasts and renders visible the composition
of labour. Interfering in the existing data economy that
follows capitalist aims, their AI models detect aspects
that ruling interests would have preferred to remain hid-
den. These projects show that in a world administered
by algorithms, it does matter what the algorithms can do.
And they also show that ‘another AI’ is possible. Behind
the hype about automation through AI models one finds
themuchmore real politics of datasets deciding what can
be detected, and what can remain unseen. Or in Adam
Harvey’s words: ‘Becoming training data is political’.

Despite Marcuse’s concerns that the ruling interests
are projected into the apparatus of technological domin-
ation, VFRAME explicitly configures AI as a political in-
tervention. In that sense, Marcuse’s distinction between
technology and technics is helpful here to render ‘an-
other politics of AI’ and to differentiate its material-
functional aspect (technics) from its ideological frame-
work (technology). As we have seen, unlike technological
control and domination, technics are part of technolo-
gical rationality but they ‘can promote authoritarianism
as well as liberty, scarcity as well as abundance, the ex-
tension as well as the abolition of toil’.48 Building on
the long history of feminist engagement with techno-
logy, Helen Hester has more recently cautioned against
the work of foreclosure: it is important to reclaim and
reposition technical practice as ‘one potential sphere of
activist intervention’.49

Interventions by activists such asVFRAME show that
assembling AI as subversive technics and a critical tech-
nical practice that moves the field towards another polit-
ics of AI is possible. Instead of reiterating futures of
AI catastrophe, which reify the power of professionals
that can guard the lines between human and machine,
military and science, production and destruction, an-
other politics of AI emerges at the interstices of polit-
ical struggles across borders, efforts at organising and
developing common infrastructures away from tech cor-
porations, and collective contribution to data. These AI
politics intervene in capitalistic violence by performing
a labour of subversion in the present, dismantling forms
of contemporary domination.

This labour of subversion that mobilises the ambi-
valence of technics does not mean that we should stop
debating AI-powered weapons. Rather, returning to the

letter of the German scientists with which we started,
it means that left analyses of AI need to hold together
power, labour and domination. AI-powered weapons ma-
terialise the destructive productivity of AI. They thrive
on the labour of unpaid, underpaid and displaced pop-
ulations around the world and intensify hierarchies of
humanity. Examples like VFRAME show that another AI
cutting through the capitalistic ideological framework
thriving on misery unfolds in the here and now.
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